This paper contributes to the ongoing debate on how much detail young children's word representations contain. We investigate early representations of place of articulation and voicing contrasts, inspired by previously attested asymmetrical patterns in children's early word productions. We tested Dutch-learning 20-and 24-month-olds' perception of these fundamentally different contrasts in a mispronunciation-detection paradigm. Our results show that different kinds and directions of phonological changes yield different effects. Both 20-and 24-month-olds noticed coronal mispronunciations of labials, but not vice versa. The 24-month-olds noticed voiced mispronunciations of voiceless stops, but not vice versa, while the 20-month-olds failed to notice any voicing mispronunciations. We argue that early lexical representations are specified in very systematic ways, that not all phonological contrasts are encoded at the same time and that the phonological system of a language determines which contrasts are specified first in the representations of early words.
Introduction
When and how do children store phonetic and phonological detail in their mental representations of words? Views on this issue have changed significantly over the past decades. Arguments have been put forward in both the phonological and the developmental speech-perception literature for fully detailed, as well as underspecified early lexical representations. Traditional phonological theories on the nature of lexical representations have largely been inspired by early production data: when looking at a child's early * E-mail: SUZANNE@AUSTIN.UTEXAS.EDU, P.FIKKERT@LET.RU.NL.
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word productions, it is clear that not all contrasts are acquired at the same time (Jakobson 1941 , Smith 1973 , among many others). Based on children's production patterns, some phonological theories have argued for fully specified early phonological representations of words, with childspecific phonological production rules to account for different outcomes in children's productions (e.g. Smith 1973 , Barlow & Gierut 1999 , Kager et al. 2004 . However, other theories have argued for more holistic early representations, with phonological detail being systematically added over time (e.g. Jakobson 1941 , Rose & Inkelas 2011 . The latter view assumes that if a child does not systematically produce a contrast, it is not yet part of the abstract phonological representation in the mental lexicon. As a result, a contrast not yet acquired in production would also not play a role in word recognition (see Fikkert & Levelt 2008) .
More recently, a large body of psycholinguistic speech-perception research with infants has enabled us to investigate children's knowledge of the sound structure of words long before the age at which they may show evidence for such knowledge in their own productions. This line of research has shown that phonological detail may be available for word recognition much earlier than previously assumed (Stager & Werker 1997 , Swingley & Aslin 2000 , Bailey & Plunkett 2002 , Johnson 2005 , Nazzi 2005 , White & Morgan 2008 , among many others). Based on these developmental speech-perception studies, it has often been argued that there is continuity between child and adult representations, and that children use stored phonological detail for word recognition from the beginning of acquisition. For instance, in their seminal study, Juszcyk & Aslin (1995) showed that in a head-turn preference procedure 7·5-month-old infants listened longer to passages that contain words they were first familiarised with (e.g. cup) than to the same passages with minimal mispronunciations of the same words (e.g. they heard tup after being familiarised on cup). The authors argue that infants encode familiar words with phonetic detail, implying that there is continuity between early and later lexical representations. Such a view in turn implies that early production patterns must be accounted for solely by production-specific phonological rules or developing articulatory skills (see Fikkert 2005 Fikkert , 2007 .
Another view in the developmental speech-perception literature that assumes continuity between child and adult lexical representations states that phonological detail is stored in the lexicon from the beginning, but not always used. In a series of studies using the 'switch' method, Werker and colleagues argue that at the stage where children acquire their first meaningful words, they may experience cognitive processing overload in certain word-learning situations and experimental tasks (e.g. Stager & Werker 1997 . This means that children will show evidence for detailed representations as long as the processing load of the task at hand is sufficiently low, but may fail to use certain details when processing demands are high. As a result, they may confuse phonetically similar words for a short period of time, despite the fact that their auditory discrimination of sound contrasts is unproblematic. According to this view, general cognitive abilities need to develop in order for children to succeed in more demanding tasks. Indeed, recent studies using variations on the switch task have shown that the processing load of a word-learning task can be sufficiently reduced that even 14-month-olds are able to learn minimally different novel words, for example by introducing word-object mappings in a naming phrase to enhance the referential status of a word (Fennell & Waxman 2010) , or by pre-exposing infants to the novel objects they are learning names for (Fennell 2012) . Taken together, these results support a continuity hypothesis with detailed early lexical representations, where resource limitations account for reported early perceptual difficulties in word-learning tasks. Yoshida et al. (2009) also explore this last possibility, testing children in a visual choice task, which arguably has a lower cognitive processing load than a switch task. The authors furthermore discuss a second possible explanation for the initially reported failure of younger infants to learn words in a switch task: they discuss the possibility that gradual learning of general phonological principles of interpretation (such as 'a change from x to y always signals a lexical difference') may explain why older children are better at using phonological detail for word recognition. Yoshida et al. point out that such an account is hard to disentangle from a cognitive processing overload explanation.
In contrast to results supporting the idea of continuity between early and late representations, it has been argued that other studies show that phonological lexical representations may not be fully detailed when children start to focus more on acquiring the meaning of words. For instance, Hallé & de Boysson-Bardies (1996) show that French 11-month-olds tested in the same paradigm as used by Juszcyk & Aslin (1995) preferred familiar words over non-familiar words even when those familiar words were slightly altered (e.g. ponjour for bonjour). Infants showed the same preference for unaltered vs. altered familiar words as compared to unfamiliar words. Some studies show that the prosodic position of the changed consonant matters: Vihman et al. (2004) found that a change in the word-initial consonant of a trochee resulted in stronger word-recognition delays in English 11-month-olds, whereas French 11-month-olds' recognition was more distorted by a consonant change in word-medial position in iambs. The view that there may be a difference in representations in different prosodic positions is also supported by data from Dutch-learning 11-month-olds, who preferred lists of correctly pronounced words over lists of mispronounced words, but not when the offset of the words was mispronounced, indicating that less prosodically prominent offsets might be represented with less detail (Swingley 2005) .
In sum, results from previous studies suggest that infants at first perceive all detail, and by the time they start building a lexicon seem to ignore some of that detail, at least in some tasks. To explain why this may be, it has been suggested that infants may start with more episodic representations, and learn to generalise over word forms at a later stage (e.g. Jusczyk 1997 , Werker & Curtin 2005 . This is for instance in line with a model such as PRIMIR (Werker & Curtin 2005) , where infants are assumed to start out with these more episodic representations (on the 'Word Form plane'). Next, when lexical learning accelerates, generalisations are made over encountered word tokens that give rise to more abstract phonological representations (on the emerging 'Phonemic plane'). These more abstract representations ensure rapid lexical access and more efficient online word recognition within an expanding lexicon, because the signal-to-word mapping then involves the checking of phonological features in the lexicon rather than all acoustic detail of earlier representations. Such a view assumes that there is a certain amount of discontinuity between early and late lexical representations (see also Ferguson & Farwell 1975 , Lahiri & Marslen-Wilson 1991 , Hallé & de Boysson-Bardies 1996 , Fikkert 2007 .
This brings us to the question which we address in the current study: assuming that early lexical representations are detailed to at least some extent, do children show evidence for detailed representations of all phonological features and, more specifically, all members of a phonological contrast in words learned under natural conditions? This is an important question, because asymmetries exist in the phonological systems of languages (e.g. Clements 2001 Clements , 2003 , in adult speech perception (e.g. van Alphen 2004 , Eulitz & Lahiri 2004 and in early child production patterns (e.g. Ingram 1974 , Levelt 1994 , Fikkert & Levelt 2008 ). In our view, a comprehensive theory of phonological acquisition and the development of lexical representations needs to take into account arguments based on both developmental speech perception and production studies, as well as those based on traditional phonological theories. To do this, we explore here the exact level of phonological detail in early words by examining online word-recognition abilities in two-year-olds. We use a set-up designed to test for possible perceptual asymmetries within a single phonological contrast, inspired by attested asymmetrical patterns in children's productions of early words. If attested asymmetries in production data are due only to production factors such as ease of articulation, we do not expect to find any perceptual asymmetries. In contrast, if asymmetries are also due to differences in phonological lexical representations, we expect to find evidence for this in a word-recognition experiment designed to test for possible asymmetries.
Several studies have investigated representations of familiar words (learned outside the lab under natural circumstances) by means of a 'mispronunciation-detection paradigm' using a language-guided looking procedure (Bergelson & Swingley 2012) , also referred to as the 'intermodal preferential looking paradigm' (e.g. Fernald et al. 2008) or the 'lookingwhile-listening procedure' (e.g. Swingley 2010 ). We use this method for the experiments reported in this paper. Importantly, the processing load of this task is low, and it is considered a sensitive task, in the sense that it is suitable for revealing subtle differences in word recognition as a result of changes in the acoustic signal (see e.g. Swingley 2003 and Mani & Plunkett 2007 for discussion), making it ideal for testing hypotheses on the nature of early word representations. The procedure makes use of children's automatic tendency to look at an object that is named (e.g. Golinkoff et al. 1987) , and the premise of the task is that longer or faster looking times towards the named target object when it is canonically pronounced compared to when it is slightly mispronounced is evidence for better word recognition. Online word recognition is often described in the psycholinguistic literature in terms of 'activation' of word candidates that are stored in the listener's mental lexicon (e.g. Cutler & Clifton 1999) . When a lexical entry is sufficiently activated, the meaning or semantics of the word is accessed. Models of word recognition such as the 'cohort' model (Marslen-Wilson 1987) or the TRACE model (McClelland & Elman 1986 ) describe activation as a function of the degree to which the speech signal matches the listener's lexical representations. On such a view, a mispronunciation of a word may still activate a word sufficiently for a listener to access its meaning, even if the listener has a detailed representation of a phonological contrast of a segment in a word. However, a mispronunciation will do so less strongly than the correct pronunciation of a word if the acoustic features in the speech signal do not all match the phonological features stored in the listeners' lexical representation of that word. For instance, the perception of a word-initial segment in the speech signal will lead to the activation of all words in the lexicon that contain that word-initial segment. In contrast, if the perceived properties of the initial consonant in the speech signal do not match the represented properties of the initial segment in a specific word representation, this will hinder the activation of that word (although the word may still be activated if the rest of the signal matches the rest of the word). These are not conscious 'decisions' on the part of the listener during the processing of spontaneous speech; rather, the process is automated. We assume that if certain phonological details are not specified in early lexical representations (either features that are never specified in the language or those that have not yet been acquired in a child's early lexicon), these less specified sounds may be more variable in production, leading to the systematic errors typical of early child productions. In perception, a segment that is not specified for a particular feature will allow more variants as candidates for such a segment. For word recognition this means that the more a word is specified for phonological features, the fewer potential word candidates are activated, and vice versa: the less specified a word is, the more competing candidates remain (e.g. Lahiri & Marslen-Wilson 1991 , Lahiri & Reetz 2002 .
Most previous studies which have employed a mispronunciationdetection paradigm have indeed shown that children's looking behaviour generally differs according to whether they are listening to correctly pronounced or mispronounced words. On the basis of this, it has been argued that detailed lexical representations are present as early as 14 months, supporting the notion that early representations are specified, and that there is continuity between early and late lexical representations (e.g. Swingley & Aslin 2000 , Bailey & Plunkett 2002 . A number of studies have also looked in greater detail at the effects of different types and positions of mispronunciations. For instance, Dutch 19-montholds showed sensitivity to various types of mispronunciations in both word-onset and word-medial positions (Swingley 2003) . In another study, the cumulative effect of featural mispronunciations in initial consonants on familiar word recognition was tested with American 19-montholds (White & Morgan 2008) . Results of this study provide evidence for graded sensitivity to mispronunciations: mispronunciation effects were larger when more phonological features were mispronounced. However, there are still very few studies that have precisely controlled the nature of all phonological features involved (but see Altvater-Mackensen et al. 2014 on toddlers' perception of manner and place of articulation).
In this study, we revisit the investigation of the perception of phonological contrasts, by precisely controlling the phonological dimensions of change: we test for perceptual asymmetries in two experiments by investigating the effects on word recognition of BIDIRECTIONAL mispronunciations of features in word-initial segments. In addition to testing for perceptual asymmetries, we examine the perception of two types of phonological contrasts that are similar in many ways, but can also be characterised as different: (i) place of articulation, a contrast that can be characterised as a 'language-general' contrast used in all human languages, and (ii) voicing, a contrast that is not used contrastively in all languages, and can be characterised as a 'language-specific' or 'emergent' contrast. We will argue and demonstrate below that one crucial difference between the featural representations of these two types of contrast is that, while it is possible for both types that only one member of the contrast is specified in lexical representations, only the language-specific contrasts can be completely absent (or unspecified) in the lexicon.
Importantly, it is widely accepted that children are able to perceive most phonetic detail in the speech signal -an ability that has been demonstrated in many speech-discrimination tasks (e.g. Werker 1995 , Jusczyk 1997 , Kuhl et al. 1997 , and we do not argue that children are unable to discriminate between the different members of phonological contrasts that are part of their language (including the ones investigated in this study). For instance, relevant to the voicing contrast under investigation in this paper, English-learning infants are already sensitive to voice onset time (VOT) differences in the first months of life (e.g. Eimas et al. 1971 , Aslin et al. 1981 , and Dutch 10-month-olds, as well as 16-month-olds, have no difficulties discriminating between voiced and voiceless stops in wordinitial position (Zamuner 2006) . However, young children's ability to discriminate a contrast does not automatically mean that it is stored in early lexical representations. Our general prediction is that word recognition will be impaired only when features that are stored and specified in word representations are altered. Based on the specific asymmetries reported in early child productions of voicing and place of articulation, and the assumption that only certain members of a phonological contrast are specified in early lexical representations, we predict that we will also find asymmetries in voicing and place in perception. We will argue that phonological features in children's earliest words are only gradually represented in lexical representations, and hence less specified, which accounts for asymmetries in early production and in comprehension, as demonstrated by mispronunciation-detection patterns.
Phonological asymmetries in place of articulation and voicing
In Experiments 1 and 2 we test Dutch toddlers' ability to detect bidirectional mispronunciations of place of articulation and voicing. Both place of articulation and voicing are featural contrasts for which one member is typically produced with accuracy earlier than the other member. However, place of articulation and voicing are different in nature, both from an acoustic and a phonological featural perspective, as we will explore in the following sections.
First, place of articulation contrasts can be characterised as 'languagegeneral': place of articulation is one of the contrasts (similar to e.g. manner of articulation) that all human languages need to encode in some way, because by definition any speech sound (with the possible exceptions of [h] and [?]) can be described in terms of place of articulation. Place of articulation is indeed the first phonological contrast that appears in children's early word productions (Jakobson 1941) . Both in child language and in adult representations, coronal place of articulation has often been described as the 'default' place of articulation, on the basis of Dutch and many other languages (see e.g. Paradis & Prunet 1989 , Lahiri & Marslen-Wilson 1991 , Lahiri & Reetz 2002 . 1 Children start producing the contrast between labial and coronal place of articulation very early, but their precise realisations of early labials and coronals show asymmetrical patterns whereby it is mainly the labial consonants that are initially produced correctly. However, these early labial consonants are at first restricted to word-initial position. In contrast, there seem to be no restrictions on word position for coronals in early speech (see e.g. Jakobson 1941 , Davis & MacNeilage 2000 , Fikkert & Levelt 2008 ). In addition, coronals (unlike labials) are prone to undergo place assimilation in child productions, and to take on the place of articulation of neighbouring segments ('consonant harmony') in many languages, e.g. English (Pater & Werle 2003) , French (Rose 2000) and Dutch (Fikkert & Levelt 2008) . Consequently, early productions of target coronal consonants show more variation than those of labials. In Experiments 1 and 2 we test and further explore the prediction that when Dutch-learning children have acquired the contrast between coronals and labials, coronals are represented with a 'default' (and underspecified) place of articulation, as opposed to labials, which are 'specified'.
Our second test case in Experiments 1 and 2 involves testing Dutch toddlers' ability to detect mispronunciations of voicing in word-initial voiced and voiceless stops. Our predictions for the perception of voicing are somewhat different from those for the perception of place of articulation, because of the nature and acoustic properties of voicing features. In contrast to place of articulation, voicing contrasts can be characterised as 'language-specific': they are not found in all languages (Hawaiian, for example, does not use voicing contrastively at all). This means that children acquiring a language that does not use voicing contrasts never need a featural voicing specification for any segment in their sound system: we therefore assume that voicing is a feature which only emerges in a phonological system as the child learns that the language has a voicing contrast. As a result, lexical representations of stop consonants in the initial stages of acquisition will not be specified for voicing (in other words, an emergent feature like voicing will initially be completely unspecified in the lexicon, as opposed to an initially underspecified place of articulation contrast). Voicing features will remain absent from lexical representations in languages that do not use voicing contrastively. However, because Dutch does have a voicing contrast, at some point in acquisition Dutchlearning children will be able to deduce that voicing is a feature used in their language (which can be described in terms of emerging abstract phonological features or in terms of setting acoustic category boundaries). For instance, it has been argued that children are able to learn which contrasts are used in their language by tracking the distribution of sounds in their linguistic environment (cf. Maye et al. 2002) .
From an acoustic perspective it is also important to emphasise the difference between 'language-specific' (voicing) and 'language-general' (place of articulation) contrasts. Specifically, it is possible for a speech sound to have 'neutral' voicing properties, which is the case for voiceless stops in Dutch. A segment would be considered to have neutral properties when the VOT is around 0 ms, with no (pre)voicing or aspiration, and no other strong and consistent phonetic cue, signalling a clear difference between voiced and voiceless stops, such as closure, burst or duration of the preceding vowel (cf. van Alphen 2004 , van Alphen & Smits 2004 . This is in contrast with place of articulation properties, which are never 'neutral': both the 'default' coronal place of articulation and the labial place of articulation are characterised by clearly perceptible cues in the speech signal (with the main cue being the formant transitions at the onset of voicing, as reported by Stevens & Blumstein 1978 , for example; see also the papers in Paradis & Prunet 1991) . This implies that if a sound is realised with (language-specific) voicing features (like a voiced stop in Dutch) it is possible for that sound to be neutralised, 'removing' its voicing characteristics. This happens in various languages (for example German and Dutch) in word-final position, and to some extent in conversational speech (see Booij 1995 , Iverson & Salmons 1995 ), but it is not possible to neutralise a (language-general) contrast like place of articulation by 'removing' all place of articulation characteristics. This fundamental difference between place-type and voicing-type contrasts leads to different predictions for these two contrasts in the mispronunciation-detection experiments reported here, as we will see below.
In line with the observation that sounds can have neutral acoustic voicing properties, in children's early productions of voicing in various languages all sounds are initially produced with 'neutral' voicing, before they start producing the relevant voicing contrasts of their native language. For example, word-initial labial stops are produced as voiceless unaspirated /p/ in children's early productions in both English and Dutch (Kager et al. 2007) , despite the fact that these languages phonetically implement voicing contrasts in different ways (the Dutch voicing contrast is between prevoiced 'voiced' stops and 'neutral' unaspirated 'voiceless' stops, similar to languages such as Spanish; see Cho & Ladefoged 1999) . The Dutch voicing contrast is acquired relatively late in production (as compared both to other contrasts such as place and to languages with an English-type voicing contrast; see e.g. Kehoe et al. 2004) . Between the ages of 30 and 36 months children still make errors in their word-initial and word-medial productions of both coronal /d/ and labial /b/ stops, producing them as voiceless /t/ and /p/, but, crucially, these production errors are asymmetrical, as the reverse does not occur (van der , Kager et al. 2007 . Importantly, these error patterns in early production data cannot be explained solely on the basis of raw input frequencies, since Dutch voiced stops are more frequent than voiceless stops in initial position (Kager et al. 2007) . Note that one could argue that prevoicing is simply more difficult to produce from an articulatory point of view, and Dutch voiceless (unaspirated) stops are therefore easier to articulate. However, based on articulatory effort, one might expect word-initial plosives to be voiceless, while intervocalic stops would be voiced (due to the natural phonetic process of intervocalic voicing). Instead, we find that Dutch children also prefer voiceless stops in intervocalic position (Kuijpers 1996 , van der Feest 2004 , Kager et al. 2007 ). On the basis of children's production patterns, Kager et al. (2007) , as well as Booij (1995) , Iverson & Salmons (1995) and , argue that for languages with Dutch-type voicing contrasts the specified members of the featural contrast are voiced stops. This corresponds to the acoustic properties of Dutch voiced vs. voiceless stops: the acoustic cues for voicing in the signal are much more perceptually salient and informative than the subtle, almost entirely neutral, acoustic cues for voicelessness (see van Alphen 2004 and van Alphen & Smits 2004 for evidence for perceptual asymmetries from lexical priming experiments with adults). This has strong implications for our predictions regarding detection of voicing mispronunciations.
In this study we test the assumption that voicing features are initially absent (or unspecified) in the Dutch lexicon, and when children have acquired the Dutch voicing contrast only voiced stops are specified. Note again that there is a slight but crucial difference as compared to the 'language-general' place of articulation contrast between labials and coronals discussed above: importantly, coronals are never completely unspecified for place, but are underspecified as [default] from the start of the acquisition process. We consider below the implications of this difference for the predictions of the current study. In sum, assuming that children gradually acquire a system of abstract phonological features and that there is indeed underspecification in (early) lexical representations, we predict perceptual asymmetries for 'language-general' features such as place of articulation that are present in the lexicon from the beginning of acquisition and have a [default] member, as well as for language-specific emergent features such as voicing. The different representations of the contrasts in the lexicon of Dutch learner are given in (1).
(1) place (present in all languages)
In Experiment 1 in this paper, we test Dutch 24-month-olds' perception of place and voicing in familiar words. Around this age we expect children to have acquired the Dutch place and voicing contrasts, because the place contrast is systematically found in production, and the voicing contrast is beginning to appear more systematically (Kuijpers 1996 , Kager et al. 2007 , Fikkert & Levelt 2008 . In Experiment 2, we use the same paradigm to test Dutch-learning 20-month-olds. At that age we expect Dutch children to have acquired the place contrasts, but they do not yet reliably produce the (emerging) voicing contrast (van der , Kager et al. 2007 . Based on the overall results of our experiments and the perceptual asymmetries observed, we will argue that (early) lexical representations are not fully specified. We will further claim that the type of phonological contrasts plays an important role -whether they involve 'general' or 'language-specific' emergent features -as do the exact acoustic characteristics of language-specific phonological contrasts: these properties ultimately determine which phonological features and which members of a phonological contrast are represented first in children's early words.
We will discuss the specific predictions for place and voicing and the difference between them in more detail in the next section. Crucially, if features cannot be unspecified or underspecified in the lexicon, and labial and coronal, as well as voiced and voiceless, features are specified when a child has learned that these contrasts are used functionally in their language, we predict that we will not find perceptual asymmetries, but instead impaired word recognition for all types of mispronunciations in the experiments reported in this paper.
Experiment 1
In Experiment 1 we investigated whether we could find evidence for perceptual asymmetries of voicing and place of articulation in 24-month-old Dutch-learning children. The children were tested in a mispronunciation task specifically designed to test for these potential perceptual asymmetries. Participants were presented with one of four types of test words with different word-initial consonants: /p b t d/ (illustrated in Table I ). Mispronunciations never involved the alteration of more than one feature: either the place or the voice feature was changed. This means that each participant was presented either with voiced mispronunciations of voiceless-initial words or with voiceless mispronunciations of voicedinitial words. In addition, each participant heard labial mispronunciations of coronal-initial test items or coronal mispronunciations of labial-initial test items. The experiments included only stop-initial words; fricativeinitial words were not included, because the voicing contrast in Dutch fricatives is disappearing in large parts of the Netherlands ( Van de Velde & van Hout 2001) . Also, since /g/ only occurs as a very low-frequency (loan) phoneme in Dutch, the dorsal stops /k g/ were not included (with the exception of one mispronounced version of a /d/-initial test word, as explained below). If we find asymmetrical patterns in Dutch children's perception of place of articulation and voicing rather than an overall ability to detect word-initial mispronunciations, we argue that this provides support for very specific featural underspecification in early lexical representations. First, our specific predictions regarding the perception of place of articulation are that if only labial stops are specified when children have acquired the Dutch labial-coronal contrast, a coronal mispronunciation of a specified [labial] should lead to impaired word recognition. The acoustic cues for coronal in the signal do not match the specifications for labials. In terms of phonological features, the speech signal does not contain the required specific [labial] features. Second, we predict that a labial mispronunciation of an underspecified coronal (represented as [default] ) may be acceptable and will not hinder word recognition, because a perceived labial in the signal form does not conflict with the represented underspecified [default] feature for coronals. The [default] feature can be activated by more variable acoustic cues, and can be a match for either labial or coronal place of articulation features in the signal. In other words, when the place of articulation representation is [default], more word candidates are left in the online competition, including both coronal-initial and labialinitial ones (Lahiri & Marslen-Wilson 1999 , Lahiri & Reetz 2002 . Attested results from adult perception studies, where it has been shown that both labial and coronal segments can prime coronals, but only labial segments can prime labials (Lahiri & Reetz 2002) , are in line with this prediction. Table Ia summarises these different predicted effects of place of articulation mispronunciations, on the assumption that there is underspecification in the lexicon (in this case, of coronality).
Our specific predictions regarding the perception of the languagespecific voicing contrast are different from the predicted pattern for place of articulation, because (i), as explained above, segments can have 'neutral' acoustic voicing properties, and (ii), related to this, it is possible for emergent language-specific contrasts such as voicing to be completely absent from lexical representations. We predict that a mispronunciation of a voiceless stop as [voiced] should lead to impaired word recognition, because in that case the highly salient acoustic cues for prevoicing in the signal do not form a good enough match with the neutral properties of voiceless stops, or, in terms of phonological features, the speech signal contains a [voiced] feature which leads the listener to search for a matching voicing feature in the lexicon, and voiceless stops which are not specified for voicing are not a sufficient match. In contrast, we predict that the mispronunciation of a voiced stop as voiceless may be acceptable and will not hinder word recognition, in line with what we find in adult perception studies, where voiceless stops can 'prime' voiced stops but not vice versa (van Alphen 2004 , van Alphen & Smits 2004 . This is because the neutral voiceless stops are still a good enough match to activate specified voiced stops, i.e. they do not contain conflicting information. In terms of phonological features, the perceived neutral acoustic cues for voiceless stops in the signal do not form a mismatch with the specified feature [voice] (in the way that clearly perceived coronality forms a mismatch with a represented [labial] ). Therefore, voiceless mispronunciations of voiced stops do not lead to impaired word recognition, because the listener does not need to keep looking for an exact match for absent (neutral) voicing features in the speech signal (see the summary of the different predicted effects of voicing mispronunciations in Table Ib ). Our final prediction is that a child in the initial stages of acquisition does not have representations for voicing in its lexicon, and never needs to look for matching voicing features, in the same way that a listener never needs to look for matching voicing features in a language that does not use voicing contrastively. Therefore, at the earliest stages children will not show impaired word recognition when voicing features are mispronounced. We test this final prediction in Experiment 2, with a group of younger (20-month-old) children.
Method
2.1.1 Participants. Forty-eight 24-month-olds (22 girls, 26 boys), all from monolingual Dutch-speaking families, participated in the experiment. All children were tested at the Baby Research Center in Nijmegen. The children ranged in age from 24;0 to 25;01 months, with a mean age of 24;17 months. An additional 14 children were tested, but excluded from the final analyses, due to general fussiness or failure to stay engaged in the task long enough to complete at least ten of the 14 test trials (11), parental interference (1) or experimenter error (2). Table II shows the test words and their mispronunciations, with overall word duration and VOT measurements for each word. Each child participated in one of the four conditions; there were twelve children in each condition. Filler items were the same across all four conditions and consisted of a duck (eend), a cow (koe), a car (auto), a baby (baby), a bike (fiets) and a shoe (schoen). They were included to make the test more variable and interesting for the participants. Looking behaviour on filler trials can be analysed post hoc to make sure participants were engaged in the task and able to recognise spoken words in this specific setting. The inclusion of filler trials (which were never mispronounced) also added to the number of correct pronunciations in the experiment, without presenting the children with even more repetitions of correct pronunciations of the test items. All words in the experiments are typically known by children of this age; this was confirmed by the parents of all the participants (see also §2.1). All test items were CVC words in Dutch (except for tand). All mispronunciations resulted in non-words or in five cases in very low-frequency words that all children were reported not to know (pal 'steadfastly', dal 'valley', top 'tip, peak', peen (low-frequency word for 'carrot') and pand (formal word for 'building')). In Table II Note that the place mispronunciation of the word doos would lead to the word boos 'angry' when mispronounced with a labial; this word is known by many 20-and 24-month-old children. We included the item doos because this was the most easily depictable and best-known word with a CVC structure from the limited set of words we could choose from for this age group. Hence, the place mispronunciation of doos started with the infrequent voiced stop /g/, forming the non-word goos. The crucial change here is from coronal to velar, which, like labial, is assumed to be specified in Dutch. Even though voiced velars are rare in Dutch, voiceless velars are not. Hence we did not predict (or find) a different result pattern for this item.
Table II
Test words with transcriptions in the b-condition, the p-condition, the d-condition and the t-condition: the total duration of each test word is given in ms, followed by VOT measurement in ms in parentheses. The auditory stimuli were digitally recorded in a soundproof room by a female native speaker of standard Dutch, with a sampling rate of 44,100 Hz. The speaker used a happy but not over-excited infant-directed speaking style, and a slow speaking rate. All test trials started with a 2·5 second silence during which the pictures were shown, followed by the carrier phrase Kijk naar de TARGET! 'Look at the TARGET!'. Word frequency was as far as possible balanced across conditions, given the limited set of possible test words known to children in our age groups. Table II shows the durations of the target words, including the prevoicing or the voiceless closure before the burst of the initial stop consonant. All voiced segments (in both CP and MP conditions) were produced with prevoicing. The carrier phrase plus the test word were followed by a 750 ms pause and then a second sentence: Mooi he? or Leuk he? (roughly 'Beautiful/nice, right?'), to space out the time between trials in a child-friendly way. Filler trials included carrier phrases such as Kun je de koe vinden? Vind je 'm mooi? 'Can you find the cow? Do you like it?' and Waar is de fiets? Kun je 'm vinden? 'Where is the bike? Can you find it?'. Each trial ended four seconds after the onset of the auditory stimuli, giving a total duration of 6·5 seconds.
2.1.3 Procedure. After a brief informal play session during which the procedure was explained to the caregiver, children were seated on their caregiver's lap, facing the screen. The experiment took place in a soundinsulated room, in a three-sided enclosure, which was 2 metres tall, 1·3 metres wide and 1·2 metres deep. The parent and child sat at the open end of this enclosure. The speech stimuli were played over TV speakers. Children were videotaped on a DV cassette (using a Sony recorder SR-40P), with a digital video camera (Sony CVX-V18NSP). The camera was placed 30 cm below the screen, hidden by a black curtain with an opening for the lens. The spotlights in the room were dimmed to a preset level. Parents were instructed not to speak or interact with their child during the experiment, and wore Sennheiser Noisegard headphones during the entire experiment. The parents heard music mixed with test trials over the headphones, so that they were unable to hear either the sound of the experiment or when the child was presented with auditory stimuli. Each experiment began and ended with a bouncing yellow duck, and after the first half of the experiment a fish swam across the screen, making a bubbling noise. Each of the four conditions of the experiment contained 14 test trials and 10 filler trials (not including the duck and the fish). Between trials, a flashing light on a black background was shown in the centre of the screen, in order to make the children look again at the centre of the screen between trials, and to aid coding of left and right eye movements. The switching of the background colour from white to black clearly changed the lighting of the whole experimental setting, indicating the beginning and end of a test trial for the coder. The 14 test trials consisted of six correct pronunciation (CP) trials, four mispronunciation of voicing (MP-voice) trials and four mispronunciation of place (MP-place) trials. In this way, children always heard the test words more often in the CP trials than in either of the MP trials. In the p-condition, pop was the target for half of the trials and poes for the other half, meaning that each target appeared three times in a CP trial, twice in an MP-place trial and twice in an MP-voice trial. Side was counterbalanced by item within the children (for half of the children, pop was the target on the left side of the screen three times and on the right four times, for the other half it was the other way around). Trials were presented in four different random orders; order 2 was the reverse of order 1, order 3 was a left-right reversal of order 1 and order 4 a left-right reversal of order 2. In orders 1 and 3, subjects first heard the correct pronunciation of one test word and the voice mispronunciation of the other test word; in orders 2 and 4 this was reversed. Before they visited the Baby Research Center, parents were asked to fill out a Dutch version of the MacArthur Communicative Development Inventory: Toddlers (Fenson et al. 1993) , i.e. the N-CDI list (Netherlands-Communicative Development Inventory; Zink & Lejaegere 2002) . Data on receptive as well as productive vocabulary were collected. All children were reported to comprehend all test words. For each participant, we confirmed that the specific test words of the condition the child participated in were part of their receptive as well as their productive vocabulary.
2.1.4
Coding and data analyses. The recordings of the children's eye movements were coded offline by trained coders, using SuperCoder (Hollich 2005) . For each video frame of 40 ms (videos were recorded with a frame rate of 25 frames per second) the coder indicated where the child was looking: at the left picture, at the right picture, moving between the two, or away from the screen (the latter two were both coded as 'away' from the pictures). The light on the video clearly indicated the beginning and end of each test trial. The coder did not hear any sound, and was unaware of the test order that a particular child had participated in. Coder reliability was determined by comparing codings from two different coders on 10% of the data. The mean agreement between coders was 96%.
The ratio between fixations to the target picture and total fixations to the screen (to either the target picture or the distractor picture) was calculated for each trial of all participants. This measure for fixations to target picture is reported in most previous studies, using a similar set-up (e.g. Swingley & Aslin 2000 , Swingley 2003 , White & Morgan 2008 . Fixations were calculated over a window of analysis which started 360 ms and ended 2000 ms after the onset of the target word, taking into account the average latency for young children to initiate eye movement (Swingley & Aslin 2000 , Swingley 2003 ). The target word onset was defined as the beginning of the stop closure (the end of the preceding schwa) for voiceless stops and the beginning of prevoicing for the voiced stops. Difference scores were computed for each trial, by comparing the post-target onset window with the two-second window before the target word onset, during which the pictures were displayed on the screen in silence. Comparing looking times towards the target during these two windows allowed us to evaluate the effect of naming for each trial of every child, and to take baseline visual preferences into account (see e.g. Quam & Swingley 2010 for a similar use of difference scores). Trials on which the child did not pay attention, i.e. did not look at the target or the distracter before and after the target word onset for a period of at least 400 ms, were excluded from analysis. Across all subjects and conditions, approximately 6% of trials were excluded for this reason.
Results and discussion
We first investigated the effects of mispronunciations of place. The difference scores calculated for each participant were entered into a planned comparisons repeated measures 2X1 ANOVA to examine the effects of pronunciation (CP, MP-Place), first for Labial-initial and next for Coronal-initial words. For the Labial-initial words this revealed a significant effect of pronunciation (F(1,23)=3·7, p=0·048, hp 2 =0·06). For the Coronal-initial words there was no effect of pronunciation (F(1,23)=0·04, p=0·85, hp 2 =0·0008). We then directly compared the effect of pronunciation on both word-types in a 2X2 ANOVA with word-type (Labialinitial, Coronal-initial) as between-subjects factor, and pronunciation (CP, MP-place) as within-subject factor. This showed no main effect of word-type (F(1,23)=0·42, p=0·52, hp 2 =0·004) or pronunciation (F(1,23)=2·4, p=0·13, hp 2 =0·002), nor an interaction between wordtype and pronunciation (F(1,47)=1·7, p=0·19, hp 2 =0·01). Figure 1 illustrates the difference scores on coronal vs. labial targets on the different trial types. To investigate whether the subjects recognised the target words, at least when they were correctly pronounced, planned 2-tailed t-tests were conducted comparing difference scores to chance or 0. If a word was recognised, the increase in looking time towards the target picture as expressed by the difference scores should be significantly different from chance. This showed significant increases on CP trials for both Labial-initial targets (t(23)=4·5, p<0·001, d=0·68) and Coronal-initial targets (t(23)=4·0, p<0·001, d=0·64). However, on MP-place trials the increase in looking time towards the target after target word onset was significantly different from chance only for Coronal-initial targets (t(31)=2·12, p=0·04, d=0·45), but not for Labial-initial targets (t(31)=1·31, p=0·20, d=0·23): word recognition was impaired by place mispronunciations only when labial targets were mispronounced as coronal; when coronal words were mispronounced as labial they were still reliably recognised.
We next investigated effects of mispronunciations of voicing: we ran a 2X1 ANOVA to examine the effects of pronunciation (CP, MP-voice), first for Voiceless-initial and then for Voiced-initial words. For the Voiceless-initial words there was a significant effect of pronunciation (F(1,23)=3·8, p=0·049, hp 2 =0·069). There was no significant effect of pronunciation for the Voiced-initial words (F(1,23)=1·9, p=0·18, hp 2 =0·03). Next, performance on voiced and voiceless words was directly compared in a 2X2 ANOVA with word-type (Voiceless-initial, Voicedinitial) as between-subjects factor and pronunciation (CP, MP-voice) as within-subject factor. There were no main effects of word-type (F(1,47)=1·51, p=0·22, hp 2 =0·01) or pronunciation (F(1,47)=0·38, p=0·53, hp 2 =0·004), but there was a significant interaction between wordtype and pronunciation (F(1,47)=5·35, p=0·02, hp 2 =0·054). Figure 2 illustrates the increase in target fixations for Voiceless-initial vs. Voiced-initial words on CP and MP-voice trials. Planned 2-tailed t-tests were conducted comparing difference scores to chance 0, to investigate whether the subjects recognised the target words reliably. These revealed significant increases on CP trials for Voiceless-initial targets (t(23)=5·03, p<0·001, d=0·72) and for Voiced-initial targets (t(23)=3·29, p=0·003, d=0·56). However, on the MP-voice trials the increase was significant for Voiced-initial targets (t(31)=5·04, p<0·001, d=0·72), but not for Voiceless-initial targets (t(31)=0·69, p=0·50, d=0·08). This indicates that the children recognised all target words when they were correctly pronounced, and that word recognition was impaired when voiceless targets were mispronounced as voiced, but not when voiced targets were mispronounced as voiceless.
The results show that different mispronunciations are not all equal. The 24-month-olds were able to detect mispronunciations in familiar words, in line with previous findings. However, there was no evidence that children detected all mispronunciations. Subjects performed differently on the task depending on whether they were presented with voiced or voiceless target words (the b-and d-conditions compared to the p-and t-conditions), and with labial or coronal words (the b-and p-conditions compared to the dand t-conditions). Word recognition was not impaired when word-initial voiced stops were produced as voiceless, nor when word-initial coronal stops were produced with a labial place of articulation. Perceptual asymmetries are in line with the asymmetrical patterns in production discussed in Kager et al. (2007) and , showing that children first produce voiced stops as voiceless stops, and in Fikkert & Levelt (2008) , who show that coronals are often produced as labials.
The direction of the perceptual asymmetries corresponds with our predictions. The results indicate that the 24-month-olds have learned that there are voicing and place of articulation contrasts in their language, as voiced targets are treated differently from voiceless targets, and labials differently from coronals. The goal of Experiment 2 is to investigate the abilities to detect these mispronunciations of younger infants, who have been reported to produce the place but not the voicing contrast (e.g. Kuijpers 1996 , Kager et al. 2007 , Fikkert & Levelt 2008 . As discussed in §1, voicing is a language-specific contrast that may be completely absent in early representations, before children learn that the contrast is used in their target language. If the absence of voicing contrasts in early productions indicates that the Dutch voicing contrast is indeed still not represented at that stage, we predict that younger 20-month-old children will not detect mispronunciations of voicing; rather, the same perceptual CP MP-voice di‰erence scores asymmetry for place of articulation will be found as for the 24-month-olds in Experiment 1.
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1, except for the age of the participants: the children in Experiment 2 were 20 months old. The goal of testing this age group was to further investigate the developmental time line of an emerging 'language-specific' contrast such as voicing, which we assume is completely unspecified at the initial stages of acquisition. At 20 months, Dutch children do not yet reliably produce a voicing contrast (van der , Kager et al. 2007 . If this indeed means that they do not yet have the Dutch voicing contrast represented in their lexicon, we predict that word recognition will not be hindered by any type of voicing mispronunciation. However, as it is often argued that perception precedes production, it is possible that 20-month-olds are already establishing a contrast; we will show evidence of this in a word-recognition task. In that case we predict the same perceptual asymmetry for voicing as found in Experiment 1. Recall that Zamuner (2006) showed that Dutch-learning 10-month-olds and 16-month-olds are able to discriminate between voiced and voiceless stops in word-initial position. Swingley & Aslin (2000) found no age effect for general mispronunciation detection with 18-to 24-month-olds, and Altvater-Mackensen et al. (2014) found that Dutch-learning 18-montholds were able to detect place mispronunciations of labials as coronals. On the basis of those results and the production patterns discussed earlier (and in line with the assumption that language-general contrasts such as place of articulation are acquired earlier than emerging language-specific contrasts such as voicing), we expected Dutch-learning 20-month-olds to be able to detect at least the place mispronunciations of labial-initial target words. Since we predicted that we would find no effects for the voicing mispronunciations, the place mispronunciations also served as a form of control condition, to make sure the Dutch-learning 20-month-olds were able to detect one-feature mispronunciations in this task.
Method
3.1.1 Participants. Forty-eight monolingual Dutch-speaking 20-monthold infants (21 girls, 27 boys) participated in this experiment. The age range of the participants was from 20;03 to 21;02 months, with a mean age of 20;18 months. Sixteen additional children participated, but were excluded from the final analyses because of fussiness or failure to stay engaged in the task long enough to complete at least 10 of the 14 test trials (15) or because of experimenter error (1).
3.1.2 Stimuli and procedure. The stimuli and apparatus used in Experiment 2 were identical to those of Experiment 1. All parents were again asked to complete the N-CDI list before coming to the lab. We again checked that all children knew the target words of the condition they participated in.
Results and discussion
For the looking-time analyses, we compared children's target fixations in the 2000 ms pre-target-onset window with the 360-2000 ms window post-target word onset (the same analysis reported for the 24-montholds in Experiment 1). A 2X2 ANOVA with word-type (Labial-initial, Coronal-initial) as between-subjects factor and pronunciation (CP, MPplace) as within-subject factor showed a marginal main effect of pronunciation (F(1,47)=3·9, p=0·05, hp 2 =0·04) and of word-type (F(1,47)=3·8, p=0·05, hp 2 =0·04), and a trend towards an interaction between wordtype and pronunciation (F(1,47)=3·11, p=0·08, hp 2 =0·03). This is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Given the design of the study, the marginal main effect of pronunciation and the trend towards the word-type and pronunciation interaction, planned follow-up analyses were conducted (the same as for the 24-month-olds in Experiment 1), in which we examined the effects of pronunciation for Labial-initial and Coronal-initial words individually. We found a similar perceptual asymmetry as in Experiment 1: there was a significant effect of pronunciation for the Labial-initial target words (F(1,23)=5·92, p=0·02, hp 2 =0·11), but not for Coronal-initial words (F(1,23)=0·03, p=0·9, hp 2 =0·0005). Planned t-tests were conducted, comparing difference scores to chance 0, which revealed significant increases on CP trials for both Labial-initial targets (t(23)=3·33, p=0·003, d=0·56) and Coronal-initial targets (t(23)=3·1, p=0·005, d=0·54). However, on MPplace trials the increase was significant only for Coronal-initial targets (t(31)=2·1, p=0·49, d=0·54), not for Labial-initial targets (t(31)=-1·3, p=0·2, d=0·20). As for the 24-month-olds in Experiment 1, word recognition for the 20-month-olds was hindered by place mispronunciations when Labial-initial targets were mispronounced as coronal, but not when Coronal-initial targets were mispronounced as labial. A 2X2 ANOVA with word-type (Voiceless-initial, Voiced-initial) as between-subjects factor and pronunciation (CP, MP-voice) as withinsubject factor showed a marginally significant main effect of word-type (F(1,47)=3·6, p=0·058, hp 2 =0·38), no main effect of pronunciation (F(1,47)=1·92, p=0·17, hp 2 =0·02) and no interaction between wordtype and pronunciation (F(1,47)=0·69, p=0·40, hp 2 =0·007; difference scores are illustrated in Fig. 4) . We again looked at voiced vs. voiceless targets separately, and found no effects of pronunciation for Voicelessinitial targets (F(1,23)=2·55, p=0·12, hp 2 =0·05) or for Voiced-initial targets (F(1,23)=0·15, p=0·70, hp 2 =0·003). However, planned t-tests comparing difference scores to 0 showed that the subjects did recognise the target words on both Voiced-initial and Voiceless-initial words. There were significant increases in looking time towards the target on CP trials for Voiceless-initial targets (t(23)=2·16, p=0·04, d=0·41) and Voicedinitial targets (t(23)=3·4, p=0·002, d=0·57), as well as on MP-voice di‰erence scores
Figure 4
Experiment 2: e‰ects of voice mispronunciations for 20-month-olds: di‰erence scores (target fixations; before vs. after target word onset) and standard errors. Data is broken down by pronunciation (correct pronunciations (CP) and voicing mispronunciations (MP-voice)) and by word-type. Asterisks indicate significant di‰erences from chance.
CP MP-voice trials; the increase was marginally significant for Voiceless-initial targets (t(23)=2·0, p=0·057, d=0·38) and Voiced-initial targets (t(23)=2·35, p=0·03, d=0·44). This indicates that, for the 20-month-olds, word recognition was not significantly impaired by the mispronunciations of voicing.
General discussion
Children's early lexical representations are fairly detailed, as has been shown by a growing body of literature on early speech perception and word recognition. However, this does not necessarily mean that early word representations are completely adult-like, or that all phonological featural contrasts are acquired and represented at the same time. In this study we have shown that young children are not always able to detect one-feature mispronunciations of familiar words and, more specifically, that the direction of the same featural change can influence online word recognition. We found perceptual asymmetries for both voicing and place of articulation contrasts in Experiment 1, and an asymmetry in the perception of place in Experiment 2. In Experiment 1, 24-month-old subjects detected prevoiced mispronunciations of voiceless targets, but did not respond differently to voiced correct pronunciations and voiceless mispronunciations of voiced target words. In addition, both the 24-montholds and the 20-month-olds in Experiment 2 detected place mispronunciations of labial, but not coronal target words. The results from Experiment 2 further showed that, unlike the 24-month-olds, the 20-month-old subjects did not detect mispronunciation of voice on voiced or on voiceless target words. We explore two possible explanations for these perceptual asymmetries and the different patterns found for the 20-vs. 24-month-olds: one is based on a perceptual acoustical account, the other on a phonological featural account. A first explanation for the fact that children do not treat all changes in place or voicing as mispronunciations could be that they do not perceive the distinction sufficiently well. If that is the case, the perceptual boundaries distinguishing labial from coronal and voiced from voiceless sounds may not yet be well enough established. The same labial-coronal asymmetry reported above was also found for Dutch adults, where the asymmetry can be described in terms of confusion matrices (Smits et al. 2003) , without reference to abstract phonological features. Smits et al. showed that coronal targets are more likely to be misperceived as labials than vice versa; in other words, coronals in Dutch have less clearly defined category boundaries than labials, even for adults. This means that for Dutch-learning children, the less confusable pronunciations of labials in the input could lead to clearer or stricter category boundaries for labials in lexical representations, earlier than for coronals. In the context of the current study, when our participants in Experiment 1 and 2 heard a labial target mispronounced as coronal, this should have been noticed, impairing word recognition; but when they heard a coronal target (represented with less clear category boundaries, due to greater variability or confusability of coronals in the speech signal) mispronounced as labial, this should have still been considered an acceptable or good enough pronunciation of the target word, without word recognition being significantly impaired. Those predictions are indeed in line with our results. However, it would also be possible to reverse the argument, predicting the opposite pattern: a labial perceived in the signal is clearly a labial, and hence should not be a good match with a coronal target candidate, but should clearly and most strongly activate labial candidates; therefore, at least labial mispronunciations of coronals should be noticed. In contrast, since the acoustic cues for coronals are more variable, the coronal mispronunciations of labial targets could potentially be good enough representations of labial targets. Alternatively, one could argue that both types of mispronunciation should be noticed, because the signal does contain clear place of articulation cues for both labials and coronals in the signal (regardless of the fact that labials are less variable), a prediction which is not confirmed by our results. Thus the exact predictions of an acousticsbased account depend on the interpretation of the results of variability in the signal. As discussed in §1, it has been clearly shown in previous studies that young children are not unable to discriminate labial from coronal stops: therefore, in our view it must be the functional use of the contrast for word recognition that gives rise to asymmetrical patterns. In sum, although an acoustic explanation can account for the place of articulation patterns without making reference to abstract phonological features, it does not necessarily account straightforwardly for the attested asymmetries found in the current word-recognition study, nor for those in perception studies with adults (Eulitz & Lahiri 2004 ) and in early word production studies (e.g. Jakobson 1941 , Davis & MacNeilage 2000 , Fikkert & Levelt 2008 .
Along the same lines, the results of the perception of voicing could also be explained in terms of developing category boundaries. Under such a view, no voicing contrast exists in the initial stage of acquisition, when the full range of the Dutch VOT contrasts still falls into one perceptual category. The 20-month-olds in Experiment 2 are still in this first stage of the acquisition of voicing. The perceived voicing in the signal therefore does not affect online word recognition in this task, as voicing is not yet used in lexical representations. For the 20-month-olds, both voiced and voiceless pronunciations of stops lead to the same level of activation of word candidates containing those stops, similar to what we would predict for a speaker of a language with no meaningful voicing contrast. An acousticsbased account could also explain the results for voicing mispronunciation in Experiment 1: when 24-month-olds are presented with a clear acoustic cue of prevoicing in the signal, this leads to the activation of fewer potential word candidates, namely only those that contain voiced stops, hindering recognition of words with initial voiceless stops. This asymmetry in the perception of voiced and voiceless stops is also in line with the Dutch confusion matrices proposed by Smits et al. (2003) : voiceless segments are more easily confused with voiced segments, whereas voiced stops are less likely to be confused with voiceless stops.
However, although an explanation based on incorrect category boundaries may account for the data reported for voicing in Experiments 1 and 2, the experimental results for infants' discrimination of the Dutch voicing contrast may form a problem for a purely perceptual account. As discussed above, Zamuner (2006) showed that Dutch-learning 10-and 16-montholds are already perfectly able to discriminate between Dutch voiced and voiceless stops in word-initial position in a non-lexical task. This means that Dutch voiced and voiceless stops are not treated acoustically as one group at this age, and there is no reason to assume that Dutch-learning children would have lost this ability at 20 months. Note that shifting of category boundaries may have occurred earlier: there is some evidence that infants prefer the 'English-type' category over the 'Dutch-type' category. The English-type contrast has been shown to be perceived categorically (along the English-type category boundary) by new-borns, both English-and Spanish-learning; Spanish voicing contrasts are very similar to the Dutch (Eimas et al. 1971) . However, Zamuner's results show that, by the age of 10 months, infants discriminate the 'Dutch-type' categories along the appropriate category boundary. The perception results concerning voicing can therefore not simply be explained by shifting category boundaries, because that would imply that initially (i.e. at 20 months) Dutch voiced and voiceless stops all fall in the same perceptual category. Such an explanation can therefore only work on the additional assumption that children use a different perceptual system or a different level of perception for the discrimination of meaningless sounds and the use of sounds to recognise well-known words. However, in this study we have used a method that has been described as sensitive enough to show phonetic specification of sounds in words; in addition, a mispronunciation-detection paradigm with well-known words learned under natural circumstances has been argued to have a low cognitive processing load, which should enable children to make use of their discriminative abilities. Yet our results show that phonetic detail is used only in some, but not all, contexts.
Our view is therefore that an account referring to abstract phonological features, which may emerge in children's representation over the course of development, is to be preferred to an acoustics-type account based on fuzzy category boundaries. We favour a featural approach because it can account for our findings of perceptual asymmetries in early word recognition for voicing and place of articulation, as well as for perceptual asymmetries found in adults and previously attested patterns in child production, as discussed in §1. On the assumption that children's phonological representations are based on all the (acoustic) detail that they are able to perceive, the attested asymmetries in word recognition are harder to explain, and a purely perceptual account would have to refer only to motor skills to explain children's very systematic production errors in both voicing and place of articulation contrasts. Van Alphen (2004) and van Alphen & Smits (2004) , among others, do refer to the articulatory effort of producing voiced stops in Dutch. But, as discussed above, van der and Kager et al. (2007) argue that not all voicing errors in production can be accounted for in an articulatory account. This gives a phonological featural account one major conceptual advantage over a perceptual account: it assumes a level of abstract featural representations in the mental lexicon which can serve as a single intermediate level operating between perception and production. We will summarise our interpretation of the results from this study in turn for each of the four different types of mispronunciation trials that we tested in Experiments 1 and 2, compared to the four correct pronunciation trial types.
Mispronounced coronals. On the basis of our results for the perception of place of articulation, we assume that coronals are the 'default' place of articulation, and are underspecified for place in the lexicon from the beginning of the acquisition process, as discussed in §1 and illustrated in (1). On this assumption, a 'default' underspecified coronal in the lexicon leads by definition neither to a match nor to a mismatch with any place of articulation cues in the speech signal (see for example the 'matching conditions' in a model such as the Featurally Underspecified Lexicon model of Lahiri & Reetz 2002) . When coronal-initial words are mispronounced and the children in Experiments 1 and 2 perceive labial features in the speech signal, the labial-initial words in their lexicon remain as potential candidates, as the lexicon is searched for segments specified for the feature [labial] . Crucially though, coronal-initial words are not deactivated when a labial stop is perceived, because their underspecified or 'default' featural representation does not lead to a mismatch with the speech signal, and can be sufficiently activated by a perceived labial; word recognition is therefore not significantly impaired by this type of mispronunciation.
Correctly pronounced coronals. Along similar lines, when coronal-initial words are correctly pronounced and acoustic coronal features are perceived in the speech signal, this also leads neither to a match nor to a mismatch with coronal words in the lexicon, and coronal-initial candidates remain potential word candidates. We therefore find no difference in word recognition in the current task between correct pronunciations and mispronunciations of coronal-initial words.
Mispronounced labials. In contrast, when labial-initial target words are mispronounced, the perception of acoustic coronal features in the speech signal does lead to a mismatch with stored specified [labial] place of articulation features: labial-initial targets are therefore not sufficiently activated as potential candidates, and coronal mispronunciations of labial-initial words do impair word recognition.
Correctly pronounced labials. When labial-initial targets are correctly pronounced, labial cues in the speech signal lead to a perfect match with and immediate activation of labial-initial target words that are specified as [labial] in the lexicon. It is important to note that a mispronunciationdetection paradigm as used here with toddlers is not sensitive enough to measure different gradations of activation of candidates in the way in which a lexical priming experiment (with adults), for example, can. We therefore cannot draw direct conclusions from the current study on whether there is evidence for different degrees of word activation on trials where coronal-initial words are pronounced correctly or mispronounced, as opposed to the degree of activation on trials where labialinitial words are pronounced correctly. (Coronal-initial words -whether pronounced correctly or mispronounced -involve neither a match nor a mismatch between the speech signal and the lexical representation, whereas correctly pronounced labial-initial words lead to a true match between the speech signal and the stored lexical representation.) For a discussion of the potential computation of different degrees of lexical activation in an underspecification model, see e.g. Lahiri & Reetz (2002) .
Mispronounced voiced stops. Our results for the perception of voicing lead us to assume that for the 24-month-olds in Experiment 1, voiced target words are specified, in contrast to voiceless stops, which are unspecified, as discussed in §1 and illustrated in Table I and (1). Recall the difference between the language-specific voicing contrast and the language-general place of articulation contrast: the acoustic cues for place of articulation clearly signal coronality, but the acoustic cues for voicelessness in Dutch are neutral, or at best very weak (van Alphen 2004 , van Alphen & Smits 2004 , and are not used by the 24-month-olds to search the lexicon specifically for voiceless stops. Thus, when voiced stops were mispronounced as voiceless, the 24-month-olds perceived these as neutral in terms of voicing characteristics, and both voiced and voiceless stops remained active potential candidates. Voiceless mispronunciations of voiced stops therefore do not impair word recognition, as opposed to coronal mispronunciations of labial stops, where the signal contains clear acoustic coronal place of articulation cues (vs. neutral voicing cues).
Correctly pronounced voiced stops. When voiced stops were correctly pronounced (in Experiment 1), the clear acoustic (pre)voicing cues in the speech signal led to a perfect match with and immediate activation of voiced-initial target words, which are specified as [voiced] in the lexicon. (Note again that the current experiment was not designed to draw conclusions on whether we can see evidence for different degrees of word activation on the trial types where voiced-initial words are pronounced correctly or mispronounced.)
Mispronounced voiceless stops. On the test trials in Experiment 1 where voiceless stops were mispronounced as voiced, we saw that this led to impaired word recognition, even though perceived cues for (pre)voicing in the speech signal do not create a mismatch with the voiceless target words (which are stored with no voicing specification). The presence of prevoicing in the signal is a strong acoustic cue that matches a [voiced] specification in the lexicon: the voiced targets are in this case preferred and activated, as the prevoicing in the signal unambiguously matches the perceived voicing in the signal. This leads to slower and shorter looking times by the 24-month-olds for voiceless targets, because the absence of a representation of voicing features in these candidates means they are not sufficiently activated to be potential word candidates in the lexical competition. The different nature of the place and voicing contrasts therefore leads to a fundamental difference between coronal and voiceless stops, with sufficient activation of [default] coronal-initial candidates when those are mispronounced as labial. In such cases the lexicon is arguably searched for [labial]-initial targets, but the perception of labial place of articulation speech cues does lead to enough activation of the [default] coronal-initial words to remain potential candidates in the competition. In contrast, when voiceless stops are mispronounced as voiced, the lexicon is searched for [voiced]-initial targets, and the perception of (pre)voicing speech cues does not sufficiently activate the voicelessinitial words, because they have a neutral or absent voicing specification.
Correctly pronounced voiceless stops. On the last type of test trial, when voiceless-initial targets are correctly pronounced, the neutral voicing cues in the speech signal display neither a match nor a mismatch with the voiceless stops in the lexicon, which are not specified for voicing, and therefore voiceless-initial targets activate these potential word candidates (in the same way that voiced-initial stops are activated), so that word recognition is unproblematic.
Finally, the patterns for voicing found in Experiment 2 with 20-montholds, who did not show differences in word recognition on the MP-voice vs. the CP trial types, are explained by assuming that these children do not yet have the emerging language-specific voicing contrast represented in their lexicon. Both voiced and voiceless stops are therefore unspecified for voicing at this stage, and because there are no voicing features represented in the lexicon, even (pre)voicing in the signal does not yet lead to the search for voicing features in the lexicon. Thus voicing mispronunciations will not lead to impaired word recognition at that stage of acquisition.
In summary, a featural account combined with the consideration of the acoustic salience of cues in the signal can predict the perceptual asymmetries found in Experiments 1 and 2, on the assumptions that labial stops are specified as [labial] and Dutch voiced stops are specified as [voiced] as soon as children have acquired the voicing contrast. In addition, the difference between the patterns found for place of articulation and voicing are explained not only by the nature of their lexical representations per se, but also by the differences between the acoustic cues signalling these contrasts (which in our view follow in part from the different nature of the contrasts): for both labials and coronals, as well as for voiced stops, speech cues are salient and clearly present in the signal, whereas the cues for voicelessness can be considered 'neutral' (or absent).
Conclusions
We have shown that for both language-general (place of articulation) and language-specific (voicing) types of phonological contrasts, bidirectional mispronunciations yield different effects on children's online word recognition. Regardless of whether one favours a perceptual acoustic account or a phonological featural account to account for the data, this study was designed to show whether there is evidence for perceptual asymmetries in word recognition, and if so, how they work. The asymmetrical results that were found in the present study are important to consider for any study using a mispronunciation-detection method. Importantly, we do not claim that lexical representations of familiar words are in general holistic in nature, as has been argued in previous research, such as the original Hallé & de Boysson-Bardies (1996) study. Instead, we claim that early words are specified in a very systematic way, along the lines of phonological theories on early speech production, and theories assuming that certain features are acquired, and emerge later than others in the lexicon. Our results do not contradict earlier claims that children can detect one-feature mispronunciations of familiar words, as shown in studies such as Swingley & Aslin (2000) . Rather, our dataset adds to this body of research, in that our results show that the direction of a sound change can matter. Our study combines psycholinguistic methods for investigating speech perception and production in young children with insights from phonological theory. As suggested by Lahiri & Marslen-Wilson (1991: 154) , psycholinguistic models cannot be sufficiently precise without a proper specification of the lexical representations that are the target of lexical access and selection. We have argued that our results support a theory of underspecification of phonological contrasts in the lexicon (in this case, of voiceless stops for 24-month-olds and coronal stops for 20-and 24-month-olds), as well as providing evidence for the absence of emerging language-specific featural contrasts in the lexical representations of younger children, in this case the absence of representations of voicing for Dutch-learning 20-month-olds. Therefore, any account that aims to predict effects of characteristics of the speech signal on online word recognition must always be combined with knowledge of the acoustic characteristics of a specific contrast in order to make contrast-specific predictions. Crucially, our results show that having one segmental contrast or member of a contrast represented does not automatically mean that all contrasts are represented, nor that all perceived phonetic cues are part of a child's phonological lexical representations. As language experience increases and the lexicon grows, children add more phonological detail to their abstract phonological lexical representations, which can then mediate between perception and production.
